REGULAR SUMMER COURSES
Mock Trial LAW 828 –Professor Adams
Title: Mock Trial
Author: Nita
Edition: 2nd
Publisher: 
Required: Yes
ISBN-978-1-60156-3330

ADVANCED TRIAL PRACTICE-927-Professor Spencer-
COMPETITIVE MOOT COURT
Title: Professor will provide Materials

BUSINESS PLANNING LAW 871: Professor A. Jackson
Title: Professor will provide Materials

CIVIL TRIAL PRACTICE LAW 932-(BANKRUPTCY)-PROFESSOR DAVID JONES
TITLE: PRETRIAL
Author: Mauet/Marcus
Edition: 9th or 10th
Publisher: Wolter Kluwer
Required: Yes
ISBN-978-154380-5024
SEMINAR IN TAXATION: TAX CONTROVERSIESP-LAW 880–Professor Courtney. Hill
Title: Tax Controversies Practice and Procedure
Author: Leandra Lederman & Stephen W. Mazza
Edition 4th
Publisher:
   Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-59941-672-4

SEMINAR: LAW & ARTIFICIAL INTELLEIGENT-805-PROFESSOR BULLOCK
Title: Professor will provide Materials

Employment DISCRIMINATION 759 – Professor Wilkins
Title: Employment Law Cases and Materials
Author: Rothstein
Edition: 8th
Publisher: West Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-03-14-744852

Employment DISCRIMINATION 759 – Professor Wilkins
Roberts v Texaco
Author Bari Ellen Roberts
Purchase on Amazon
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 1-802 –SECTION SEC.1-Professor Chukwumerije

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 1-802 -SECTION 2-Professor Duruigbo
Title: Scholarly Writing of Law Students
Author: Fajans & Falk
Edition: 5th
Publisher: West Publishing
Required: Yes
ISBN:

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 11-803 –SECTION SEC.1-Professor Chukwumerije

SEMINAR: FIREARMS & THE SECOND AMENDMENT -804-
SECTION 1-PROFESSOR LEDESMA-
TITLE: Professor will provide Materials

ADVANCED LEGAL WRITING: 807 SECTION1-PROFESSOR POINTS-
TITLE: TBA

CRIMINAL EXTERNSHIP LAW 907- SEC 1-PROFESSOR SHARONDA THOMAS
Title: TBA
CRIMINAL EXTERNSHIP LAW 902- SEC 1-PROFESSOR SHARONDA THOMAS
TITLE: TBA

CIVIL EXTERNSHIP LAW 908- SEC 1-PROFESSOR T. DUBOSE
Title: TBA

CIVIL EXTERNSHIP LAW 932- SEC 2-PROFESSOR T. DUBOSE
Title: TBA